Topographical representations of taste response characteristics in the rostral nucleus of the solitary tract in the rat.
The rostral nucleus of the solitary tract (rNST) is the first-order taste relay in rats. This study constructed topographical distributions of taste response characteristics (best-stimulus, response magnitude, and taste-tuning) from spike discharges of single neurons in the rNST. The rNST is divided into four subregions along the rostrocaudal (RC) axis, which include r1-r4. We explored single-neuron activity in r1-r3, using multibarreled glass microelectrodes. NaCl (N)-best neurons were localized to the rostral half of r1-r3, while HCl (H)-best and sucrose (S)-best neurons showed a tendency toward more caudal locations. NaCl and HCl (NH)-best neurons were distributed across r2-r3. The mean RC values and Mahalanobis distance indicated a significant difference between the distributions of N-best and NH-best neurons in which N-best neurons were located more rostrally. The region of large responses to NaCl (net response >5 spikes/s) overlapped with the distribution of N-best neurons. The region of large responses to HCl extended widely over r1-r3. The region of large responses to sucrose was in the medial part of r2. The excitatory region (>1 spike/s) for quinine overlapped with that for HCl. Neurons with sharp to moderate tuning were located primarily in r1-r2, while those with broad tuning were located in r2-r3. The robust responses to NaCl in r1-r2 primarily contributed to sharp to moderate taste-tuning. Neurons in r3 tended to have broad tuning, apparently due to small responses to both NaCl and HCl. Therefore, the rNST is spatially organized by neurons with distinct taste response characteristics, suggesting that these neurons serve different functional roles.